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>> InnovatIon

Innovation

Keller Lufttechnik currently equips dry sepa-
rators with their own KLR filters for a number 
of industries such as metalworking or plastics 
processing, the chemical and pharmaceutical 
sectors, as well as ceramics, and in the future, 
for the processing of inorganic non-ferrous 
ores. This innovative filter is very durable and 
energy-efficient. Customers currently using Pro-
Bran or Y-filters can easily make the switch 
during their next scheduled filter exchange.

We have good news for all companies with dry  
sepa ration of particulate matter or paint overspray  
in their production processes: Keller Lufttechnik devel-
oped a new generation of filters with the goal of a 
prolonged filter service life, available in various de-
signs. The new KLR filter, which stands for Keller Long 
Run, is living up to all expectations. 

Guaranteed: 120.000 cleaning intervals
„We managed to almost double the number of possi-
ble compressed air pulses that clean the filter", in-
forms Manager Frank Keller. „We are the first manu-
facturer to guarantee to our customers that the KLR 
filter elements will achieve a service life of up to 
120.000 cleaning intervals without any loss of quality."
This was ensured via extensive testing prior to market 
launch. KLR filter plates did not demonstrate any wear 
after confirmed 120.000 cleaning intervals. The flow-
optimized frame construction contributed, with its 
wide sidebars that protect the filter from direct parti-
cle impact and excess wear.

Reduced energy consumption
Another advantage of the KLR filter is their reduced 
energy usage. „We were able to increase the surface 
area with efficient pleating of the textile filtration ma-
terials. This minimizes the pressure differential and 
consequently the output required to move the air 
through the filter", explains Frank Keller. > 

„On average, we realized energy savings of five per-
cent. This value can vary depending on the type of 
dust and filter plate load."

Five versions available
KLR filters can be obtained in five different models: 
KLR and KLR as (antistatic version) are designed for 
operators venting filtered air outdoors. KLR-bran is  
utilized for recirculating air operations. This filter is 
equipped with an additional filtration membrane 
which minimizes the residual dust content to less 
than 0.1 miligram per cubic meter. KLR-bran is avail-
able not only in an antistatic version, but also as 
KLR-bran pure in a LABS-free design. LABS repre-
sents any substances potentially harmful to the 
paint composition. This is essential in wet painting 
applications. 

Exchange with the next scheduled filter swap
Customers currently using Keller ProBran or Y-filters 
can easily switch to the appropriate KLR version  
during their next filter exchange in order to realize 
its benefits. „We manufacture these new filters our-
selves", informs Frank Keller. „We've thereby be-
come independent of suppliers and can adjust our 
manufacturing schedule promptly to meet the de-
mand for this core component of our dry separation 
systems." <
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 The new line of KLR filters sets a new longevity record

Keller continues to develop their commonly used filter plates, and has now unveiled their highly robust KLR filters in 5 different versions

With the increased surface area, the pressure loss and resulting 
energy demand consequently decreased by 5 % 

With the next filter exchange, customers can switch to the suitable type of KLR-filter and benefit from the advantages


